
GIOVANNI  
G A S  |  W O O D - F I R E D  |  D U A L  F U E L  

KEY FEATURES:
Starring a ground-breaking revolving stone base that allows

for easier loading and unloading, the Giovanni speeds up the

production rate by up to 20%.

Giovanni ovens are supplied with individual bricks, so in the

unlikely event that any of the base suffers damage, these

tiles are easily replaceable.

The Giovanni’s core is manufactured from super high

alumina refractory concrete, ensuring thermal stability.

The wood-fired version of the Giovanni oven has been

specifically designed with its very own wood shelf inside the

oven, so that the rotation of the stone base does not affect

the burning wood.

The gas version of the Giovanni oven is supplied with our

patented forced draught gas burner. This fantastically

innovative burner has the lowest gas consumption in the

world!

The Giovanni is also available as dual fuel. This version is

supplied with our standard gas burner and also features the

wood shelf .inside the oven. 
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Standard Finish
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A standard finish is a galvanized steel protective
box around the oven, with open top. 
A mottled copper finish is the standard finish
powder coated with a dark mottled copper effect.
The dome finish is built in layers of vermiculite
and concrete. A standard dome finish has a
stippled effect finish, however there is an option
for a smooth finish on request. Both finishes are
left in a raw state and can be painted by the
customer if required. Please note, a drying out
period will be required.
A mosaic finish firstly requires the concrete dome
finish, then is layered with a mosaic tile of the
customer's choice.

FINISHES:

Standard Mottled Copper

Standard Dome Mosaic 

|SPECIFICATION|
WOOD:

GAS:

DUAL FUEL:
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|technical|

gas:

wood:

dual fuel:

Please note: There may be some variations in sizes, as with any handmade product.
Sizes are approximate and are as accurate as possible.



Mosaic Finish 
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Dome Finish 

weights:


